NZ country head recognised in Global 100 list

Auckland – Pepper Money’s Aaron Milburn has been included in the Mortgage Global 100 list, spotlighting the outstanding industry professionals who
are making a positive difference and helping drive change across the sector.
“Now in its second year, this formidable list of the biggest names in the mortgage industry was put together by NZ Adviser and its sister publications
Mortgage Professional Australia, Australian Broker, Mortgage Professional America, and Canadian Mortgage Professional, taking advantage of our
unique position as a global publisher reaching markets in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the UK,” says the NZ Adviser team.
“The prestigious list is a collaboration of not just renowned names – but of leaders who are actually making a difference in today’s market whether
that is by making incredible advancements at their own companies, taking associations to new heights, providing education to drive the industry
forward, or taking the lead on championing the key issues that can carry the industry into a new era.”
As Pepper Money’s general manager of mortgages and commercial lending for Australia and New Zealand, Milburn is responsible for the strategic
direction and operating performance across the product, credit, settlements, and sales functions. He also acts as Pepper Money’s country head in
New Zealand. With more than 18 years’ experience in financial services, Milburn is skilled at leading large teams, strategic planning, strategy, and
execution of industry leading sales management practices. Prior to joining Pepper in 2017, Milburn gained valuable sales and distribution leadership
experience at Westpac, St George, Citibank, BankWest and HBOS. He holds a Certificate IV in finance and mortgage broking, and advanced diploma
of management and a diploma of financial and mortgage broking management.
To view the full Mortgage Global 100 list and to find out more about Milburn, click HERE.
-ENDSNZ Adviser is New Zealand’s newest source of news, opinion and analysis for mortgage and finance advice professionals. Delivered exclusively
online, NZ Adviser provides a real-time web service that keeps time-poor advisers up to date with the latest breaking news, cutting-edge opinion, and
expert analysis affecting both their business and their industry as a whole. NZ Adviser provides a regular newsletter service, delivered to inboxes daily,
covering exclusive and need-to-know developments of the day from the government and regulators, banks and lenders, as well as industry service
providers.
An online industry hub, NZ Adviser also offers fresh and informative multimedia news and commentary, practical articles and features to assist with
developing businesses, a popular industry forum for online discussion and debate, and industry-specific research and reports. NZ Adviser is published
by independent media company Key Media. Find out more about Key Media’s magazines, events and websites at www.keymedia.com.

